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PURPOSE

To raise the profile of
the Queensland Museum
Network through innovative,
beneficial and strategic
partnerships.

Contributing to Queensland’s
changing story through
the provision of funding
to the Queensland
Museum Network.

The Foundation exists to raise funds, through
donations, corporate sponsorship, bequests
and philanthropic grants, to support the
strategic priorities and state-wide programs
of the Queensland Museum Network.

The Queensland Museum Foundation (the
Foundation) raises funds to support the
strategic priorities and state-wide programs
of the Queensland Museum Network.
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Queensland Museum Network (QMN) is partially funded
by the Queensland Government. Self-generated revenue
from ticket sales, expert consultancies, research grants, and
support from partners and donors enable QMN to invest in
new initiatives to create compelling museum experiences.
The Foundation was launched in August 2003 to coordinate
fundraising and development opportunities for QMN. In the
15 years since, the Foundation has raised more than $30
million from corporate partnerships, donations, bequests and
philanthropic grants. These generous contributions support
the important work of sharing stories with Queenslanders,
undertaking critical research and inspiring young and old
alike to enjoy the wonder of our natural and cultural histories.
Full financial statements for the financial year are
available for download at
network.qm.qld.gov.au/about+us/foundation/about
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Our job is too
important
to do alone
A great deal of resources and energy are
required to operate Queensland Museum
Network and we rely upon the generosity of the
community to continue valuable research, public
outreach and engagement activities.
As we are only partially funded by the State Government, we
look to the wider community to generate the support required
to bridge funding gaps and continue to deliver a changing
program of engaging and meaningful museum experiences.
The Foundation is a charitable trust, endorsed by the
Australian Tax Office as a tax deductible gift recipient.
All administrative and operating costs for the Foundation are
met by the Board of the Queensland Museum, which means
that every dollar received by the Foundation directly
benefits the work of QMN.
We extend our sincere thanks to all of our current
and past supporters. Your generous contributions
help us bring Queensland’s stories to life.
Read on to learn more about the diverse activities
that were achieved through collaborative,
rewarding and enduring partnerships with our
valued supporters.
For more information about supporting us, please
contact the Queensland Museum Foundation:
Phone: +61 7 3842 9392
Email: foundation@qm.qld.gov.au

HIGHLIGHTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS 2017-18

With respected scientific and cultural research,
significant and varied collections, and
community outreach services, QMN offers
Queensland’s residents and visitors enriching
cultural, social and intellectual experiences. The
resources required to run museums are great,
and we can only operate in partnership. We
continually strive to be a cultural and scientific
leader by growing collaborative strategic
partnerships with government, academia, arts
organisations and industry that deliver shared
value and impact.
Throughout its 15 year history, the Foundation
has worked together with QMN to achieve
outstanding results. During 2017-18, the
Foundation continued to build and consolidate
its partnership portfolio, securing over $4.9
million in cash and in-kind contributions to
support QMN programs and activities.

RESEARCH AND COLLECTIONS
QMN is the keeping place for the State Collection of about 1.2
million objects and specimens, valued at $551.36 million, and
more than 14 million research collection items.
Generous donations from the philanthropic community add
value to the State Collection by supporting the acquisition of
objects of significance and relevance to Queensland’s cultural
and natural heritage. In 2017-18, Glen Thiess generously
donated the Bert and Vera Thiess Tractor Fleet, accompanied
by a donation of $500,000 by the Estate of the late Mrs Vera
Thiess. This historic collection is a unique acquisition, and the
accompanying gift will support its further care and research.
We are able to undertake critical research on the State
Collection through partnerships with government, industry
and academia, and with funding from grants, donations
and sponsorships. It is in this work that some of our most
significant achievements can be seen.
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One of the highlights in 2017-18 was the successful
application under the Gambling Community Benefit Fund
for a grant to replace equipment in the Molecular Identities
Laboratory (MIL). The MIL is used to extract and analyse
DNA and contributes significantly to QMN in many ways
including species identification and genetic based research,
education and public programs, and institutional, national
and international project collaborations. The funding came
at an opportune time, with some equipment becoming aged
and outdated having been purchased when the lab was
established in 2002.

This year QMN secured more than $500,000 in research
grants across multiple disciplines. Our outstanding research
program provides a strong base from which we can build
support from funding partners that share our commitment
to quality research outcomes. The Foundation supports
QMN’s research program through collaboration and strategic
partnerships that help our researchers continue to make
new discoveries and share these with our audiences across
Queensland and beyond.
Thanks to ongoing support from BHP, QMN has conducted
annual expeditions since 2011 to systematically excavate
fossils at South Walker Creek, about 40km west of Nebo in
Queensland. The site is on the lease of South Walker Creek
coal mine, which is operated by the BHP Mitsui Coal (BMC)
joint venture. During the 2017 field expedition QMN and BHP
worked together to collect excellent fossil evidence that is
helping build a picture of the entire ecology of the complex
tropical environment that was home to South Walker Creek’s
Pleistocene megafauna. The South Walker Creek megafauna
research project is part of a broader partnership between
QMN and BHP, which also includes curriculum-linked learning
resources for schools throughout Queensland, community
events and immersive gallery experiences at Queensland
Museum in Brisbane.

REPATRIATION
The support of government, private industry and the broader
community helps us to continue the important and ongoing
work of the Queensland Museum Repatriation Program.
The Queensland Museum Repatriation Fund, created in
2016, supports QMN’s work with communities to repatriate
Ancestral Remains, Burial Goods and Secret and/or Sacred
Objects to their community of origin. Importantly, it also
assists Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
in providing financial and administrative resources in order
to co-ordinate community gatherings and ceremonial
requirements necessary to complete the repatriation process,
augmenting the existing Australian Government funding.
In 2017-18, the philanthropic community generously provided
over $34,000 in support for the Queensland Museum
Repatriation Fund.
The Queensland Museum Repatriation Fund is a way
for all Queenslanders to participate in the journey
towards Reconciliation.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

VISITOR EXPERIENCES

QMN reaches far beyond the walls of its museums,
connecting with millions of people each year through
museum experiences, events, workshops, talks and lectures,
school education kits, publications, online resources
and via our Museum Development Officer Network and
World Science Festival Brisbane programming. With the
support of industry, governments and communities, we
continue to build our capacity to deliver curriculum-linked
education resources and community engagement activities
across Queensland.

QMN relies on partnerships to deliver a changing program
of engaging and meaningful visitor experiences. One of the
keys to achieving our outstanding results is most certainly
our authentic relationships with organisations whose values
resonate with our own.

Queensland Museum Loans Service (QM Loans) provides
schools and other educational and community groups the
opportunity to borrow Museum objects and learning kits to
use in classrooms and community displays. This outreach
service provides borrowing opportunities for schools and
other organisations in both metropolitan and regional
Queensland. Rural and regional Queenslanders have access
to Museum resources through the Regional Loans Service,
thanks to the transport and logistics provided through the
generous support of DB Schenker Australia.
Established in 1987, QM Loans has grown to become one
of the largest museum lending services in the world, and in
2017-18 engaged with more than 910,000 learners across
Queensland. Every year, QM Loans resources are reviewed to
ensure they continue to meet borrower needs, and new kits
are developed in line with the school curriculum. In 2017-18
QM Loans produced 56 new kits to support Australian
Curriculum learning outcomes, including 10 new Forces
kits for year 4 and 7 physical sciences, supported by QGC
Future Makers.
Future Makers is an innovative partnership between QMN
and Shell’s QGC project formed to encourage students,
teachers and the community to get involved in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) education,
with a particular focus in the Western Downs and Gladstone
regions. The Future Makers program aims to improve
participation and performance of students in STEM and
raise awareness of the value of STEM education and skills.
The curriculum-focused program connects schools with
industry expertise and museum objects and delivers major
community-based events to enhance engagement and
understanding of STEM.
Together with BHP, QMN continues to link significant
research projects to meaningful lifelong learning
experiences, sharing the fascinating history of biodiversity
in Queensland. The biodiversity and geoscience loans
kits developed in partnership with BHP are always in
high demand. QMN and BHP celebrated National Science
Week 2017 with Unearthed, a free community event in
Mackay. Over 2,500 people enjoyed presentations by
leading researchers and scientists, displays and hands-on
activities that showcased recent discoveries made by QMN
palaeontologists during their annual fossil dig at South
Walker Creek.

Ergon Energy Network and Energex as part of the Energy
Queensland Group have been proud supporters of QMN’s
visitor experience program for more than a decade.
Ergon Energy Network and Energex are now helping us
extend the Sciencentre experience to Museum of Tropical
Queensland (MTQ) in Townsville and The Workshops Rail
Museum (TWRM) in Ipswich. These science spaces will
showcase hands-on learning to spark creativity, curiosity
and confidence in discovering STEM, where everyone can
be a scientist by asking questions, testing ideas and finding
creative ways of solving everyday problems.
With the generous support of Presenting Partner BHP,
the spectacular Wild State gallery at Queensland Museum
continues to be incredibly popular with audiences of all
ages and has become a priority destination for international
visitors. This immersive gallery takes visitors through
five breathtaking environments — the arid outback,
iconic eucalypt forest, tropical rainforest, sun-drenched
coastal zones and teeming marine environments. The
gallery content is based on QMN’s world-class biodiversity
research and features thousands of real specimens framed
by spectacular images that are showcased with advanced
projection solutions supplied by Wild State Technology
Partner, Hitachi Australia.
In addition to our onsite galleries, QMN contributes to
Queensland’s growing events calendar by delivering
exclusive international museum products that attract
thousands of interstate and international visitors. During
2017-18, with support from Tourism and Events Queensland,
QMN delivered the Australian exclusive exhibition,
Gladiators: Heroes of the Colosseum, which attracted
visitation of almost 87,000 to the cultural precinct from 23
June 2017 to 28 January 2018. The exhibition was produced
by Expona and Contemporanea Progetti and featured
artefacts from seven Italian museums
and institutions including pieces
of the Colosseum, authentic
elaborately decorated
bronze gladiator helmets
and original arms and
armour preserved in
the ashes of Pompeii.

